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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The recently published Dasgupta Review has highlighted the detrimental impact which our society currently has on the natural world. Despite scientists’ increasing warnings of the negative consequences of disruption to our ecosystems, society has carried on regardless. As a result, the natural capital on which our economies rely on is being destroyed, and people, businesses, and countries are beginning to experience the effects. Change is needed at all levels of the economy.

Biodiversity is a relatively new consideration for financial institutions and investors. This report assesses how Sectors invested in by Brunel Pension Partnership are dependent or impact upon biodiversity, as well as discussing challenges and first steps for integrating biodiversity into investment strategy. Selected due to their heavy presence in Brunel’s active portfolio and materiality to biodiversity loss, the Industrials, Information Technology, and Financials Sectors are examined in this report.

The report uncovers a number of general and Sector specific relations to biodiversity.

- In the Industrials Sector, companies often have a significant direct impact on biodiversity and may be vulnerable to current and future regulatory and litigation risks.
- In the Information Technology Sector, software companies can leverage their expertise to provide useful tools and insightful data needed to combat biodiversity loss.
- In the Financials Sector, the economic reliance on financial institutions means that companies must suitably integrate and assess biodiversity into their operations.

Multiple challenges exist, with a lack of data and metrics, inadequate biodiversity disclosure, geographical differences in reporting, and partially informed investors being the most reoccurring issues documented in the literature.

Addressing a number of these challenges, this report suggests some initial actions which Brunel, and all pension funds, should consider undertaking.

- Through engaging with current and prospective holdings and asking the right questions, pension funds can increase the awareness of biodiversity related risks and the benefits of disclosure.
- By working together with other organisations who are looking to achieve the same goals, change regarding biodiversity integration will likely occur more quickly and effectively.

Brunel Pension Partnership is at the forefront of the industry in trying to understand and assess biodiversity. This report is a preliminary look at the integration of biodiversity into pension funds’ investment decisions. Whilst the three most relevant sectors for Brunel have been analysed, further research of the remaining Sectors is required in order to suitably approach the issue.
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INTRODUCTION

Biodiversity underpins all-natural capital and the goods and ecosystem services that they generate. A staggering loss of biodiversity has occurred over the last few centuries, and an empirical link between increasing animal extinctions and human activities can be identified. The recent publication of the Dasgupta Review has highlighted the role of biodiversity in our economy and society, and the upcoming UN Convention on Biological Diversity at COP15 means this year should - and must - be a turning point for our treatment of nature.

Biodiversity loss is typically associated with permanent ecological changes in ecosystems, and includes the elimination of local populations of species and temporary or permanent transformation of worldwide biological communities. The WWF illustrates the five major threats of biodiversity as:

1. HABITAT LOSS
2. SPECIES OVEREXPLOITATION
3. INVASIVE SPECIES AND DISEASE
4. POLLUTION
5. CLIMATE CHANGE

From the view of nature, biodiversity loss threatens the proper functioning and regulation of the ecosystem. For humans, it poses an immediate danger for food security and health stability: This has been demonstrated most markedly with the COVID-19 pandemic, a situation almost certainly catalysed by human ecological disruption according to the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services.

In economic terms, the degradation of ecosystems represents an annual loss of at least $479 billion per year and over 55 percent of global GDP depends on a high functioning biodiversity. Globally, it is estimated that $44 trillion of economic value generation is directly dependent on ecosystem services. Presently, a lack of clarity exists about the magnitude of risks associated with biodiversity loss, the sectors most affected, and the best approaches to measure biodiversity related risks in the financial Sector. Even by the standards of sustainability, there is a shortage of data on the topic, and this shortage threatens disruption of business processes and financial losses.

Whilst financial institutions have increasingly acknowledged climate change, and how their own operations can contribute negatively towards it, the interconnection and feedback loop which exists between biodiversity and climate change has until recently been less frequently recognised. This is changing. The proliferation of programmes and partnerships, including the recent endorsement of the Taskforce on Nature-related Financial Disclosures (TNFD) by the G7 mean that the finance Sector and beyond will increasingly have to acknowledge their impact and dependency on Biodiversity.

As with all Pension Funds, Brunel has strong fiduciary obligations, and agreed return objectives must be achieved. As outlined in Brunel’s Responsible Investment Policy Statement, a considered approach to investment strategy is required. This report concurs that to conduct sound financial risk management, all Environment, Social, and Governance factors – thus including biodiversity – should be considered equitably. Additionally, as a universal owner, we considered it important to take Brunel’s approach to stewardship into account and consider how engagement regarding Biodiversity can be conducted to ensure long-term returns for Brunel’s nearly 700,000 beneficiaries.

In order to assess which Sectors should be prioritised, Brunel’s active portfolios (as of December 2020) were investigated to determine the value of holdings in each Sector (see Figure 1). Due to Brunel’s large holdings in IT, Financials, and Industrials (as defined by the GICS), we believe these sectors may have considerable impact and dependencies on biodiversity and should therefore be prioritised. Subsequent to this, we confirmed each Sectors’ direct and indirect materiality to biodiversity loss through analysis of the Dasgupta Review, resources from the Natural Capital Finance Alliance, and the PRI, as well as countless other informative industry and academic sources. Based off these two assessments, we believe Industrials, Information Technology, and Financials should be prioritised first, and our report focuses on them.

### Brunel Active Sectors Holdings (Weighted Percentage)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Weighted Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information Technology</td>
<td>21.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financials</td>
<td>14.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Discretionary</td>
<td>14.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrials</td>
<td>12.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Care</td>
<td>11.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Staples</td>
<td>8.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Services</td>
<td>8.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials</td>
<td>5.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>1.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilities</td>
<td>1.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate</td>
<td>1.25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Figure 1)

---

[6] Nature provides ecosystem services which benefit business and society: The assets which underpin these services are called natural capital (e.g., plants, animals, air, water, soil, minerals), and biological diversity - or biodiversity for short - is the variety of living components that make up natural capital.

[7] Brunel can be considered a universal owner as its highly-diversified and long-term portfolios are sufficiently representative of global capital markets, they effectively hold a slice of the entire market, making their investment returns dependent on the continuing good health of the overall economy.
SECTOR ANALYSES

INDUSTRIALS

Due to significantly impacting and being dependent upon biodiversity, the Industrials Sector faces substantial risks. Specifically, the Transportation industry, and Construction and Engineering industry directly impact upon ecosystems in which they are located. Many industrial processes are - to varying degrees - sources of air, water, soil, noise, and light pollution, with all these directly impacting upon ecosystems. Indirect impacts exist also yet are easily overlooked.

TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY

Due to the burning of fuels and subsequent air pollution, these industries are typically associated with climate change rather than biodiversity loss. However, climate change is likely to become the leading cause of biodiversity loss in the next half-century. Besides air pollution, the sub-industries also release water, soil, and noise pollution. In the Aviation sub-industry, noise pollution from landing, take-off, and ground manoeuvres particularly impacts on biodiversity by reducing wildlife reproduction. Similarly, the noise of commercial shipping can have both short- and long-term negative consequences on marine mammals. Both aviation and commercial shipping provide the perfect opportunity for non-native species, pests, and pathogens to spread from and into isolated ecosystems, where they thrive at the expense of native species. The Shipping industry is also highly vulnerable to ecological disasters when accidents occur (see Case Study), and even at the end of their life cycles, assets may still heavily impact upon nature. Shipbreaking for example, considerably impacts upon the biodiversity of the coastlines on which it occurs through the release of toxic heavy metals.

Research suggests only 15% of firms in the transport Sector report on the risks they face due to biodiversity loss. Being consumer-facing, the Aviation industry may experience severe changes in demand due to concerns about our natural world. Climate regulation, which is provided by the atmosphere, habitats, species, and water, will deteriorate in line with biodiversity. The resulting increase of severe weather patterns are likely to impact upon the Transportation firms’ operations and profitability. The impact of COVID-19 severely impacted upon the Shipping and Aviation industry. Such disruption may be repeated more frequently with the increasing risk of pandemics due to biodiversity loss.

CONSTRUCTION AND ENGINEERING INDUSTRY

The Construction and Engineering industry currently sees around 25% of companies reporting on the risk of biodiversity loss to their business. To develop nature sensitive projects, ecological mitigation work is required in the initial design stage through to the end of the useful life after construction is completed. During construction processes, local wildlife is disturbed by noise and light generated onsite, which impacts on breeding and feeding habits and can lead to long-term biodiversity loss. During construction, chemical run-offs pollute water bodies surrounding the construction site spreading toxicity and damaging marine life, and construction processes often lead to soil compaction and damaged plant roots. Finally, if proper waste management procedures are not in place, the disposal of unused materials can damage or pollute ecosystems.

The increasing risk of biodiversity loss is likely to lead to increased legislation and regulation - a significant number of countries already have ‘biodiversity offset’ policies in place. Projects are required to follow a mitigation hierarchy in which impacts should be avoided, if possible, mitigated if they cannot be avoided, and residual impacts should be compensated for. In the UK, a net gain in biodiversity is required by law, however other countries with weaker institutions are less likely to see net zero policies adhered to. The use of biodiversity offsets has been criticised however, because offsets may not be effective, and they principally provide a license to degrade the environment. Regulations mean that the industry has already had to take biodiversity into account, but the industry will have to continue to adapt. Furthermore, opportunities for the construction of green buildings and infrastructure should be explored.

Case Study
The MV Wakashio Oil Spill

In July 2020, the MV Wakashio operated by Japanese company Mitsui O.S.K. Lines ran aground off the coast of Mauritius. Despite efforts by authorities, within a month over 1,000 tonnes of fuel leaked from the ship and started to infiltrate environmentally sensitive areas. Wetlands protected under the Ramsar convention, a marine park, as well as local beaches were contaminated. The incident has been called the worst environmental incident in Mauritian history, and research suggests the affected ecosystems may never recover completely.

Alongside the significant biodiversity impacts, the resultant financial impact is yet to be fully confirmed. Mitsui O.S.K. Lines have set aside just under $10 million for a recovery fund, but it is estimated compensation claims may reach closer to $10 billion. Insurers have warned that the increased size of vessels has led to a large accumulation of risk and disproportionately large costs when accidents occur. The opacity of the maritime industry means that financial costs may never be recovered fully, and the local 1000-year-old coral will certainly never recover. Such incidents, however rare, need to be considered when investing in the industry and Sector.
SECTOR ANALYSES

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

The Information Technology Sector has seen remarkable growth over the last few decades, resulting in its industries being exposed to a variety of environmental risks including biodiversity loss. Within the Sector, the main industries are Hardware and Equipment, Semiconductors and Equipment, and Software and Services, with the former two having the highest environmental exposure.

HARDWARE, EQUIPMENT AND SEMICONDUCTORS

During the production processes of Hardware and Semiconductors, large quantities of hazardous waste disposal are released in the form of soil and water waste, or greenhouse gas emissions (GHG). Soil waste, generated in the production process, often contains hazardous chemicals, such as arsenic and harsh acids. These chemicals are retained in the soil for extended periods, causing ground pollution. Equally toxic, wastewater can include large amounts of heavy metals and toxic chemicals leading to water pollution. A requisite in the production of semiconductors is extreme quantities of ultrapure water – for daily production a facility could use over 2 million gallons of water. This can cause severe disruption to water supply in local ecosystems. Finally, the use of fluorinated gases which are subsequently released into the atmosphere as GHG emissions is also concerning. The manufacturing processes of these industries can therefore have significant impacts on biodiversity, either directly through pollution or indirectly through GHG emissions advancing climate change.

The increased focus on nature has also meant the firms involved in the Hardware and Semiconductors industries face increased risks and impacts on their finances. Firstly, operating costs and capital expenditure are increasing due to the need of clean-up processes of hazardous waste and soil waste. Companies that fail to effectively manage their waste are exposed to high regulatory fines. The large quantities of water required for semiconductors create an increasing supply cost. Especially as fresh water becomes scarcer worldwide, production may be disrupted impacting upon firm revenues.

SOFTWARE AND SERVICES

The Software and Services industry is often assumed to have a limited impact on biodiversity. Such companies make limited use of physical infrastructure or facilities, and mostly have no manufacturing operations. Accordingly, they produce comparatively low GHG emissions and environmental waste, and utilise relatively little natural resources such as water and land. However, operating data centres and providing cloud-based computer services use significant amounts of energy, therefore there are rising associated GHG emissions. As the need for computing and data storage is dramatically increasing, operational costs are also likely to increase as energy demands increase, especially around the use of renewable energy sources. Whilst better than alternatives, renewable energy sources such as wind farms and biofuel can also increase extinction risk of species.

SECTOR OPPORTUNITIES

A challenge of biodiversity loss remains the lack of knowledge we currently have on species, biodiversity, and ecosystems. This Sector and the Software industry in particular are perfectly placed to simplify the job of monitoring our planet’s health by leveraging their expertise. Spatial Finance is an example of an emerging field in which AI and machine learning are used to help with data gathering and analysis, with the purpose to manage the planet’s natural resources (see Case Study).

Case Study

Microsoft Corporation

Since 2017, Microsoft has been working towards a goal of reducing their impact on biodiversity. The company introduced AI for Earth, a $50 million 5-year programme financially supporting projects using technology to address biodiversity issues, climate change, water supply, and agriculture. As a low ESG risk firm, they announced in 2020 that their sustainability efforts will focus on the preservation of biodiversity. The plan is comprised of four main foci:

- **Planetary Computer**: As part of the AI for Earth initiative, Planetary Computer is an online platform which contains and analyses environmental datasets (e.g., satellite imagery) collected in space and on earth.

This helps scientists better monitor the planet’s natural resources and consequently will help prioritising and preserving various ecosystems on earth.

- **Empowering consumers**: Through the creation of tools and offering of specialist services, Microsoft can help consumers better understand the ecosystems around them.

- **Encouraging ecosystem policies**: Through dialogue with governments the company aims to encourage policies relating to, for example, land and water conservation and national ecosystem assessments.

- **Taking responsibility**: Through methods such as land acquisition and national park creation, the company will protect more land than they use by 2025.
SECTOR ANALYSES

FINANCIALS

Playing an important economic intermediary role throughout the global economy, the finance Sector is distinctly involved and exposed to the risks of changing biodiversity, despite close to zero direct interaction between the Sector and biodiversity. The Sector faces distinct opportunities, and certain sub-industries play a fundamental role in transitioning the real economy towards a greener future. Companies’ operations do not immediately impact upon biodiversity, but their operations enable other industries, which are heavily dependent or impact upon biodiversity. Specifically, diversified banks and multi-line insurance companies have dependencies and the potential to impact upon biodiversity.

DIVERSIFIED BANKS

Financials is considered a medium risk Sector from biodiversity loss as risks may be significant. Compounding this, the Sector is the weakest at disclosing biodiversity related risks. Diversified banks face increased credit risk because they have exposures to investees that may default on obligations. As evident from our discussion of the other sectors, severe disruption or collapse of ecosystems can disrupt supply chains, leading to asset quality deterioration and non-performing assets. This reduces both the debt- servicing capacity and the collateral of the financial institution, and increases the credit risk on their loan books, as both the probability of default and the loss given default increase. Risk during transition may also lead to stranded assets – the European financial Sector’s exposure to high-carbon assets has been estimated to be over €1 trillion. Additionally, reputational losses as a result of failing to meet public expectations regarding biodiversity are likely to increase due to greater interest.

INSURANCE COMPANIES

Whereas the investing side of insurance companies face similar risks to those of other financial institutions, significant risks also relate to underwriting and are transmitted from policy holders. As biodiversity related risks are systemic, uninsurability risk may occur due to a knock-on effect considerably increasing maximum losses suffered. Consequently, the standard insurance practices relying on risk diversification and pooling are ineffective and insurers may be unable to cover the losses in a given geographic or sectoral area. Additionally, many currently insured risks may become uninsurable (or prohibitively expensive), and reinsurers may be unable to provide solutions for emerging risks. Pricing, claims, and liability risk are all forms of operational risks which can impact the ability of insurers to remain profitable. The insurance Sector is also exposed through increases in their protection gap – as unidentified losses rise due to higher claims related to severe events that are caused, or exacerbated, by the depletion of natural assets. The chain of causality has previously been complex to identify due to the sophistication of the underwriting process, however the loss of biodiversity poses a real threat to the industry.

SECTOR OPPORTUNITIES

As a universal holder, the impact on Brunel if financial institutions do not appropriately consider biodiversity loss would likely be catastrophic. Engagement is therefore required with financial institutions to encourage change. Specifically, Brunel may wish to ask questions about companies’ biodiversity impact assessment procedures. Multiple assessment techniques are under development, and tools such as the Global Biodiversity Score (GBS) have already been utilised to create biodiversity footprints (see Case Study). Brunel may wish to recommend a tool if financial holdings are not already considering using biodiversity impact assessment. Brunel may also wish to identify whether financial holdings seek out biodiversity related opportunities. By channelling credit and investments towards projects that enhance, rather than degrade natural capital, the Sector is exposed to investments with relatively lower risk and greater certainty around yields. For example, a diversified bank may lend to an agricultural client which has taken action to reduce soil erosion on its land, leading to increased yield, thus enhancing the ability of the business to service its debt. In turn, this would improve the credit quality of the bank’s portfolio.

Case Study
BNP Paribas Group

BNP Paribas Group and in particular their asset management arm are considered leaders regarding their approach to biodiversity. The group has based its approach around Intergovernmental Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) studies and has published semi-frequently about its position on biodiversity.

Working alongside French public finance institute CDCs specialised biodiversity subsidiary, BNP Paribas has used the GBS to assess the biodiversity footprint of portfolios with large food and agrobusiness holdings.

The biodiversity footprint of the portfolio was limited, yet it highlighted the importance of fully assessing companies’ value chains for an accurate estimation. It is unsurprising that BNP are at the forefront of biodiversity – the report ‘Bankrolling Extinction’ suggests they have the sixth largest exposure to biodiversity impact risk of all global banks.
THE PATH AHEAD

CHALLENGES

Our extensive research suggests that four crucial barriers for biodiversity in investment exist:

Lack of Data And Metrics: A challenge exists for the scientific community regarding the collection of data on species and ecosystems that may contribute to accurate assessment and treatment of biodiversity loss. Simultaneously, the development of suitable metrics and standards for the financial institutions that can help investors identify potential risks and biodiversity business opportunities is insufficient50.

Inadequate Biodiversity Disclosure: Only 49 of the top 100 Fortune 500 global companies include biodiversity in their reporting51. From these, only five of them have clear, measurable, and time-bound commitments. Therefore, the extent and quality of reporting on businesses’ biodiversity performance remains a significant challenge. Should the TFND see similar success and high rates of adoption as its climate related forerunner (the TCFD), this challenge may not be as insurmountable as it first seems.

Geographical Differences: Currently the level and standard of reporting varies significantly globally. Whereas Latin America is at the forefront, North American companies are the least likely to report on biodiversity10. The disparity may be due to varying concentration of industries (e.g., large amounts of mining in Latin America), or differing rates of biodiversity loss between regions (e.g., greater loss in Latin America than in North America9). These differences present a challenge to investors who wish to target certain markets, but also wish take biodiversity into account.

Informing Investors: Although investors have an increased concern about biodiversity loss, a majority do not intend to act promptly52. This discrepancy is in part due to the lack of data and metrics, and asset managers need to ensure they provide clear information on biodiversity-linked investments and opportunities.

FIRST STEPS

From our analysis, we suggest the following seven initial actions which may help Brunel better account for biodiversity in their investment approach:

• Conduct a thorough analysis of the eight remaining sectors to better assess their relationship with our natural world.

• Consider adding biodiversity loss as an eight priority in Brunel’s responsible investment approach, as not all biodiversity related aspects are currently considered under ‘supply chain management’.

• Engage with the work of organisations such as the PRI, TNFD, and the Finance for Biodiversity Pledge, in order to better integrate biodiversity into Brunel’s investment decisions.

• Push for greater and more accurate disclosure of biodiversity related risks by companies. Work alongside likeminded investors and the other LGPS pools to encourage creation and adoption of a standardised biodiversity impact assessment tools.

• Collaborate with current data providers such as Sustainalytics and TruValue Labs to ensure biodiversity is appropriately assessed in their data.

• Work with Federated Hermes EOS, the LAPFF, and its own asset managers to engage with current and prospective holdings on biodiversity related topics. Using the same active ownership approach which Brunel uses for climate change will result in the most effective results for Brunel’s beneficiaries.

• Brunel may wish to pose the following example questions to companies:

1. To what extent is your company taking action on biodiversity?
2. How aware are you of your firm’s impact on biodiversity?
3. Has your organisation set any measurable biodiversity-linked targets? If not, why?
4. How are you measuring the impact of your operations? Are you using any specific tools?
5. To what extent, if at all, are you already addressing biodiversity themes within your organisation?

CONCLUSION

This report is the start of a longer process looking at biodiversity in the context of Brunel Pension Partnership. Whereas the three most material sectors were focused upon in this analysis, all 11 Sectors require careful investigation, as each offers its own set of risks (and opportunities) relating to maintaining biodiversity. In summary, the report identifies that:

Industrial: The Sector has a significant direct impact on biodiversity and due to industry-specific biodiversity regulations (for example, biodiversity offset policies in the Construction and Engineering sub-industry), pension funds should carefully assess companies on current and potential future regulatory and litigation risks.

Information Technology: Certain industries within Information Technology contribute to the disruption of ecosystems. However, through fields such as Spatial Finance, the Sector provides conservation tools and solutions, and therefore offers investment opportunities.

Financial: The Sector must appropriately consider biodiversity loss, as systemic risk means failure to do so would lead to impacts being exponentially magnified and affecting the entire global economy.

Whilst the four challenges previously outlined present a barrier to integrating biodiversity, the first steps suggested provide Brunel with an opportunity to highlight their reputation as a innovating responsible asset manager. As with other ESG criteria, Brunel should ensure its asset managers weigh up biodiversity as part of their wider evaluation of investment risk and returns.
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